نضع خبرة دولة اإلمارات في خدمة ومساعدة األشقاء
واألصدقاء حول العالم حرصًا منا على تشجيع التنمية
 وتحقيق الرخاء واالستقرار،االقتصادية في هذه الدول
لشعوبها
We put the UAE experience in the service of fraternal and
friendly countries out of our keenness on encouraging
economic development in these countries in order to
achieve welfare and stability for their people.

صاحب السمو الشيخ محمد بن راشد آل مكتوم
نائب رئيس الدولة رئيس مجلس الوزراء حاكم دبي
HH SHEIKH MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM
Vice-President and Prime Minister
of the United Arab Emirates, and Ruler of Dubai

REIMAGINING ECONOMIES:
THE MOVE TOWARDS A DIGITAL,
SUSTAINABLE AND RESILIENT
FUTURE.
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Message from

UAE Minister of Economy
For almost a decade, the Annual Investment Meeting has, from its sheer dedication, reached noteworthy milestones that have
supported its members, emerging economies, and investment experts. This year, Digital AIM 2020 will discuss the investment trends
and the future of sustainable investment under AIM’s Six Pillar: Foreign Direct Investments (FDI), Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs), Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI), Startups, Future Cities, and One Belt, One Road. The prime focus behind diversifying the
pillars, this year, was to construct a reliable platform and provide promising prospects for all diligent entrepreneurs, businesses and
individuals who can benefit from numerous gains.

I look forward to welcoming you to the special Digital Edition of The Annual Investment Meeting.

As Digital AIM is aspiring to create an upsurge in its digital footprint onto an economic landscape, more stakeholders will be
supported and more nations can partake in the benefits yielded from the sustainable investments.
Digital AIM provides FDI opportunities that will support investors in learning more about investment opportunities, therefore generating an increase in the global
trade. SME business projects can cross numerous industries to secure entrepreneurs are well-equipped to participate in refining the nation’s economy and the
welfare of its people. Foreign portfolio investment (FPI) can be promoted through inventive prospects where it can secure a combination of assets in the form of
stocks, bonds, and cash.
This ingenious initiative will support Start-ups to receive global exposure and collaborate with knowledgeable professionals in the field to further strengthen their
business profiles. This platform will also safeguard Future Cities solution providers by sharing their valuable expertise and linking them with keen investors. One
Belt, One Road will be organised to fully understand the investment opportunities and link a myriad of investors including venture capitalists who are interested
in expanding their portfolio.
Digital AIM will put forward innovative prospects to support the investment community from across the globe.
H.E . Abdullah bin Touq
Minister of Economy
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Message from

UAE Minister of State for Foreign Trade
I am pleased to be an integral part of the world’s leading investment platform, the Annual Investment Meeting, which has for
over a decade, provided vast prospects for the global investment community to spur and commemorate sustainable avenues
of investment while catalyzing strong collaborations. Undoubtedly, foreign direct investments play a primary role in nurturing
a success story and AIM Digital 2020 unlocks unparalleled investment opportunities not only for today but for the forthcoming
generations.

Indeed, it gives me immense pleasure to welcome you all at AIM Digital 2020.

The vision behind AIM Digital is to implement a wellspring of resilient and innovative economic strategies to position the UAE as
a global investment destination and help other nations achieve economic transformation and sustainability, in order to uplift the
global economy in its entirety. As we embrace the shift to the digital landscape and integrate technological advancements, we celebrate our triumph of becoming
a smart, digital and agile nation.
The digital platform AIM provides believes in practicing resilience and persistence through their innovative approach as they support in generating investment
opportunities and enable governments to showcase their competitive advantages to investors from all over the world.
AIM Digital envisions a cohesive, resilient and diverse world of investment that is well equipped to cope with inevitable change. Ground breaking initiatives, such
as AIM Digital, facilitate unmatched opportunities to collaboratively unveil abundant strategies in order for countries to establish robust terms of cooperation and
economic growth.
H.E . Dr. Thani Bin Ahmed Al Zeyoudi
Minister of State for Foreign Trade
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Message from

UAE Minister of State for Entrepreneurship and Small and
Medium Enterprises
Adaptability must be exercised with inventive strategies to achieve economic resilience. AIM Digital offers a conducive environment
that will empower businesses and entrepreneurs to have the capability of achieving growth and success and ignite them to utilise
digitisation and innovation to surpass the challenges of the pandemic.
This year, in its very first digital edition, the Annual Investment Meeting, which will be participated by industry leaders from over 170
countries, will once again serve as a huge opportunity to discover new markets and further revitalize SMEs, startups,

I look forward to welcoming you to the special Digital Edition of The Annual Investment Meeting.
and entrepreneurs, which means even more abundant opportunities for economic productivity and expansion. It will also highlight
different initiatives, policy measures, and strategies that are actively being undertaken by the UAE leadership in order to increase
opportunities for development, partnerships and innovation.
AIM Digital is one great leap towards realising the nation’s economic targets to achieve stability and diversification in the long term, thus, enhancing our strategies
for a better tomorrow. It is truly an honor to be a part of this noble initiative.
Looking ahead, AIM Digital’s vision to discover boundless possibilities towards economic recovery, transformation, and sustainability aligns with the UAE Vision
2021 which is to make the UAE among the best countries in the world.
H.E . Dr. Ahmad Belhoul Al Falasi,
Minister of State for Entrepreneurship and Small and Medium Enterprises
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OVERVIEW
Annual Investment Meeting (AIM), world’s leading
investment platform, an initiative of the UAE
Ministry of Economy, held under the patronage
of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of
the UAE, and Ruler of Dubai, is gearing up to mark
a special edition on a dynamic virtual platform
by launching Virtual AIM 2020. This initiative will
immaculately connect potential investment experts
and professionals.
Taking place on 20-22 October 2020 under the
theme Reimagining Economies: The Move Towards
a Digital, Sustainable and Resilient Future. This
ingenious initiative will offer a unique platform to
keep informed of latest trends and best practices in
investments around the world and will comprise of
multi-featured 6 Pillars: Foreign Direct Investments
(FDI), Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), Foreign
Portfolio Investment (FPI), Startups, Future Cities,
and One Belt, One Road. The digital event will also
comprise of a Pre-Conference Workshop to be held
on 19th October 2020.

TAKING PLACE ON 20-22 OCTOBER 2020, THIS
INNOVATIVE PLATFORM WILL OFFER VALUABLE
INSIGHTS INTO THE WORLD OF INVESTMENT.
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JOIN THIS SPECIAL EDITION OF AIM AS IT MARKS ANOTHER MILESTONE

This year’s special edition, will witness a large
gathering of the international investment
community, business leaders, regional and
international investors, entrepreneurs, leading
investment experts showcasing a wide array of the
very latest ideas and strategies on attracting FDI.

As part of the Annual Investment Meeting’s
commitment to continue creating investment
opportunities and tackle the global challenges
impacting the economy amidst the current crisis,
Digital AIM will utilize the digital landscape in
strengthening business relationships and presenting

new opportunities through digital technology. Digital
AIM seeks to provide a Digital gateway by integrating
technological advancements, encouraging futuristic
programs, and unearthing unique investment
opportunities.
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AIM 2020 PILLARS
This year, the Annual Investment Meeting
is determined to embrace diversification by
incorporating six unique pillars. With the world
preparing for the new era, we all share responsibility
of contributing to the growth of this country
therefore with sincerity and resilience, Digital AIM’s
six pillars acknowledge the efforts of entrepreneurs,
businesses and individuals and safeguards the
numerous benefits to gain.

In order to transmute this vision of AIM into our
current reality, Digital AIM features six pillars.
The diversified portfolio will support emerging
countries to tackle hindrances, sustain economic
growth, and strategic networking where one
discovers the hidden business opportunities in spite
of the pandemic challenges, therefore generating
unique opportunities for the forthcoming
generation.

This year, Digital AIM has incorporated 6 unique
Pillars that encourage the establishment of an
agile platform. These multi-featured Pillars indicate
how The Annual Investment Meeting actively
supports multinational organizations, countries
and businesses in the rapid shift of the digital
economy by aiming for the next stage of growth by
diversification.

FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENT

SMALL AND MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES

FOREIGN PORTFOLIO
INVESTMENT

FDI Pillar will aid investors to learn and discover
more about promising investment opportunities
across the globe. As global markets are yearning for
new prospects of investments to boost FDI inflows,
this pillar will help them ensure an upsurge in the
economy.

This pillar will aid SMEs find new prospects and
sources of financing solutions, they will avail
access to markets worldwide, and showcase their
business ideas.

This pillar provides investors a platform to diversify
their portfolio and helps to connect with local
business organisations by attracting investments
in terms of stocks and bonds. The event aims to
bridge a gap in investment flow by securing a
myriad of assets.

KNOW THE PILLARS
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As the world arranges for a futuristic approach and
embraces the shift to the digital business landscape,
AIM has meticulously incorporated six pillars that
will support prominent investors and experts.

STARTUPS

FUTURE CITIES

ONE BELT, ONE ROAD

Start-ups play an important role in
strengthening new industries; this AIM Pillar
helps investors to nurture early stage venture
capital or seed funding to start a business. This
pillar will help keen investors looking for new
avenues and projects for investments, as well
as governments, looking for start-up projects
to increase the economic growth.

As the world prepares for a futuristic approach and
the shift to the digital business landscape, AIM has
meticulously incorporated Future Cities as one of
its Pillars, enabling governments and investors to
encourage innovation that will replace traditional
services. Cities across the world are seeking to
embrace smart solutions to improve the quality of
life; this pillar will help investors, public and private
sectors as well as countries.

This unique pillar is aligned with the vision of
China’s Belt and Road initiative which enables
a wide array of investment opportunities
therefore increasing business integrations,
strategic trade relations and stimulating
economic growth.
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PROFILE OF ATTENDEES
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Ministries and Government Departments
International and Regional Organisations
Local Government Departments
Investment Promotion Agencies
Special Economic Zones
Chambers of Commerce & Industry, Business
Councils
Diplomatic Mission
Banking & Financial Institutions

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

SWF, Pension & Investment Funds, Family
Offices
Private Equities, Angel Investors, Venture
Capitalists
Portfolio Investment
Insurance, Risk and Credit Rating Companies
International Investment Institutions
Economic Institutions & Associations
National SME Councils and Programmes

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Startups, Incubators and Special Programmes
SME Financing Institutions
Smart City Solution Providers
Innovation Parks
Urban Developers
Technology Providers
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SECTORS COVERED
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Aerospace
Agribusiness
Agriculture
Agtech
Artificial Intelligence
Aviation
Banking and Finance
Construction
Consumer Retail
Consumer Staples
Education / Edutech
Energy and Mining

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Fintech
Food & Beverage
Real Estate
Retail
Robotics
Smart Cities
Sustainability / Environment
Tourism and Hospitality
Trade and Industry
Healthtech
Industrial
Infrastructure

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

IoT
IT, ICT & Telecommunications
Logistics
Big Data and IoT
Utilities
Virtual Reality and Gaming
Wearable Technology
Transportation
Health Care
Maritime
Manufacturing
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KNOW THE FEATURES OF DIGITAL AIM
CONFERENCE
A platform where expert insights, best practices, and ideal investment policies
are shared with participants. Leaders and specialists from the investment
community will lead the virtual discussions to explore relevant topics about each
of the six pillars of AIM.

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
Conducted by renowned industry experts from across the globe, this series of
interactive professional coaching sessions have been tailor made to enrich the
experience of its participants to establish themselves as lucrative opportunities
for investment.

EXHIBITION
Peopled by the best local and international exhibitors across the globe, this
features countries, smart city solution providers, startup companies, SMEs,
and investment opportunities. All gathered with the aim of achieving economic
growth for their respective country and region.

DIGITAL COUNTRY PRESENTATION
A platform for municipalities, cities, and countries to promote investment
opportunities at their location and highlight the potential of their sector to
prospective investors online. It unveils the world’s best investment destinations
by featuring every country’s key economic and investment environment features
digitally.

STARTUPS VIRTUAL PITCH COMPETITION
An opportunity to present business ideas to a diverse array of global investors
on the lookout for the next big thing. The winners of the start-up virtual pitch
competition will compete for the National Champions League. Individual startups
may register for the Global Technopreneurs.

AIM HUB
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CONGLOMERATE PRESENTATIONS
A virtual line up of Large Multi-Industry Groups keen on showcasing their
investment roadmaps and key sectors of interest to an impressive panel of AIM
investment promotion agencies, SMEs and government officials enthusiastic
about making sustainable investments in their respective countries.

AWARDS
Recognizing the outstanding contributions of Investment Promotion Agencies,
SMEs and Start-ups in bolstering and securing investment for a particular
location. Awards will be presented to various investments made to regions and
countries that have resulted in significant economic growth. The categories are:
Investment Awards, Future Cities Awards, and Startup Awards.

INVESTORS’ HUB
Held within a digitally secured environment, a virtual meeting, where top investment
personnel will have an audience with official government representatives to
cultivate the formation of investment partnerships and collaboration with the
shared aim of innovation.

REGIONAL FOCUS SESSIONS
Centered on three regional conversations that examine the economic landscapes
of Africa, Asia and Latin America, the discussions promise to be an informed

WWW.AIMCONGRESS.COM
exploration of the regions’ risks, challenges and opportunities for growth that are
waiting to be harnessed through regional cooperation.

MADE IN SERIES
This viable digital feature is open to all SMEs who wish to showcase their local
products and services to an international platform. Being a part of the series could
help the participating country to promote their locally manufactured products or
services, present value proposition to a focus global audience, and network with
potential global partners for future collaboration on import activities.

INVESTMENT ROUNDTABLES
The investment roundtable feature of AIM 2020 is a gathering of Ministers,
Deputy Ministers and Heads of Investment Promotion Agencies (IPAs), Investors
and Decision Makers. The main objective of this feature is to facilitate a platform
for government decision makers to discuss with investment companies to create
a feasible investment model matching government and investor requirements.
At the end of the sessions, a feasible investment model shall be developed.

NETWORKING FEATURES
A medium to strengthen business relationships and serve to the expansion of
businesses’ portfolio. Vast features are conveniently available and accessible for
ease of communication and networking on the platform.
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2021 WILL MARK THE 10TH EDITION OF AIM
Next year, in 2021, the Annual Investment Meeting will be back to celebrate its 10th edition. We will incorporate the patterns acquired this year to further revamp in hopes of
accomplishing everyone’s aspirations consequently putting on the best edition yet. AIM Hybrid will support the agile shift in digitization and transformation of the digital business
landscape.
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AIM SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
Strategic Partners

Gold Sponsor

INVESTMENT ADVISORY PARTNERS

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

KEYMEDIA PARTNERS

Oﬃcial Impact FDI Partner

Oﬃcial Investment
Promotion Partner

Oﬃcial Real Estate Investment
Promotion Partner

Automotive Promotion
Partner

Oﬃcial
Courier Partner

Oﬃcial
Airline Partner

